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Presidents Message
by Jim Brennan
April, 2008
Well another fantastic National Specialty is in the record books – and what a great one it
was! Thanks to Helen and Deborah and the entire specialty committee for their eﬀorts
in making this such a memorable occasion. That southern hospitality is only outdone by
the southern cooking! I swear I must have put on about 10 pounds in that week because
of the wonderful food the club had available – with many thanks to Moe and Carolyn
for their great eﬀorts in that regard. I see that Helen and Deborah have both posted
thank-you messages on the group lists, so I won’t even try to recognize all the tremendous
eﬀorts by all the people who made this specialty happen because I’m afraid I would forget
someone and hurt their feelings. So I’ll just give a big THANK YOU to everyone who had
anything to do with making this a great Specialty.
Naturally I was quite pleased with the results since that is the ﬁrst National Specialty
winner I have bred and I couldn’t be happier for Wayne – he deserved that big win. When
the judge made the ﬁnal cut of her 3 specials bitches and it was Wayne with BoAnn,
me with Millie, and Greg Siner with Maude I knew I had already “won” as far as I was
concerned. Greg of course was the breeder of Jazzy, who I own (and hunt with), and she is
the mother of both Millie and BoAnn. So how could I not be happy regardless of which
of the 3 of us got put at the front of the line? Since Greg has already won the National
Specialty a record-setting 9 times, it was nice to see Wayne get his ﬁrst big win at the
Nationals. So congratulations to all the winners at the Specialty – hope you all enjoyed it as
much as I did!
Of course I have to oﬀer my sincere condolences to Deb Nezgoda on the loss of her
“Splash” at the Specialty – what a tragic loss for both Deb, the family, and of course the
breed. Watching Splash in the free-style at the Nationals is always one of the highlights of
the Specialty. He will be sorely missed!
At the Board meeting held at the Specialty we tried a new concept – we invited all the
regional reps to come to the meeting also so we could review all the roles, responsibilities,
and activities of the regional reps and have an open, unﬁltered line of communication
between the board and the reps. I thought the meeting went very well and this concept
ﬁt well with our board philosophy of assuring there is an open line of communication
to and from our board. Michelle, our treasurer, had Sandy Ascot give a great overview
presentation of our club ﬁnances which was of beneﬁt to us all. The rest of the board
actions you can read in Debbie’s Minutes published elsewhere in the newsletter.
The annual General Membership meeting went very well – we actually kept it down to 2
hours and covered every item on the agenda. I think a lot of this is due to the ongoing
teleconference board meetings we hold every month and we get so much accomplished
at those meetings we don’t have a big rush at the annual meeting to get a whole year’s
worth of work done. It mostly turned out to be reports of what has happened over the
year and plans for the future. We still have a lot of issues to resolve over the next year
and I’m looking forward to seeing our accomplishments at the end of this next year. The
minutes for the general membership meeting will be published elsewhere by Debbie, our
secretary, but just let me elaborate a bit on some of the major reports. Colleen McDaniel
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gave a report on breed rescue and we are in great shape on that issue, she gave a report on
her proposed judges education mentor/presentor program she is putting together, and gave
an outstanding report on the breed standard committee’s proposed revisions to the breed
standard. Her committee has approved the revisions, the board has approved it going to the
membership for vote, and the ballots (with a complete copy of the revised standard) will be
mailed out shortly.
I gave a status on the Hall of Fame and Register of Merit programs, and Kim Kezer (our
membership chair) gave a report on our proposed new membership categories we are
working on. There were other great presentations like Laurel’s Health and Genetics concern
committee report and Lois McDonald who was pinch-hitting for Florence Blecher gave a
great report on the thyroid study status. Thanks to those who participated in the thyroid
draw – it put us over the 200 mark.
At the awards banquet our judge gave us an insight into her thoughts on the entry and
logic for her choices - which was very interesting. Florence Blecher was awarded a
special Certiﬁcate of Appreciation by the Board for her tireless work as our legislative
liaison. Barbara Snyder was awarded the AKC Outstanding Sportsmanship award, and
the President’s Award this year was given by me to Colleen McDaniel for her outstanding
work with Breed Rescue, Judges Education, and Breed Standard Committee work. I gave
an impromptu speech on what a great accomplishment one of our club members had
put into our record books – Greg Siner has won our National Specialty 9 times now and
has retired the Marshall trophy 3 times now (must be won 3 times by the same owner for
permanent possession) – an incredible feat and a real compliment to his kennel name and
breeding program. Then I turned the mike over to Greg to do his usual auctioneer magic
and entertainment so the specialty ﬁnances could stay in the black! I know he had my
checkbook screaming in pain at the end of the night!
So that pretty much wrapped up a fabulous week in Georgia and got us all charged up to
work hard this year to make our club a greater beneﬁt to our members and the world a better
place for our Irishers. So go hug your Irish Water Spaniel right now!!!

Newsletter Explanation
by Jim Brennan
By now many of you are wondering what happened to the regular bi-monthly IWSCA
newsletter you used to receive; so I am providing the explanation of what has been going on
in the background to try and get a newsletter into your hands.
When the current editor, Jen Weaver, announced near the end of last year that she no longer
wished to be the Newsletter Editor due to many other dog related commitments, we put out
a call in the newsletter for volunteers to take over the editor position. After several calls for a
volunteer, no one in the club stepped forward to accept that position.
So the Board sought other alternatives for an editor and found a professional editor that
was producing the German Shorthaired Pointer Club newsletter and the Vizsla Club of
America newsletter. Both were outstanding examples of professional publishing. She agreed
to take on the task of editing and producing our IWSCA newsletter for a very reasonable
fee. It seemed like the perfect solution thus the Board hired her as our paid Editor. Missy
McMunn volunteered to act as the newsletter liaison between the new editor and the board
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for any questions, or issues that arose that needed club action or decisions.
The Editor’s ﬁrst task was to produce the January-February IWSCA News , as the last one
Jen produced was the November-December 2007 issue. Possibly due to the holiday season,
there was very little input from the membership and the editor wanted to do a bang-up
job on the ﬁrst newsletter she produced for us, so the task dragged on into the March-April
timeframe; then before we knew it, it was time to get out the pre-Specialty issue with all the
pertinent information about the Specialty. Jen, Missy, and Jim had a teleconference meeting
with the editor and it was decided (over Jim’s emphatic objections) not to put the pressure
on the editor to get a skeleton newsletter out before the specialty, but rather to produce a
full-content, magazine quality newsletter that would be in everyone’s mailboxes when they
returned from the Specialty. This was to include the Specialty results! That seemed like a
good plan at the time. The specialty came and went, inputs were submitted to the Editor,
and we were hopeful the newsletter would be forthcoming shortly.
Then disaster struck in the form of a personal tragedy in the Editor’s family and she ended
up spending most of her time in the hospital with her husband who was recovering from
emergency heart surgery. She emailed us and told us that he was recovering and she was
getting back on track and would get the newsletter done shortly. She provided the same
explanation to the GSP Club and the VCA club who were also not getting their newsletters
produced.
But time drug on, the communication with her grew very sparse, and we still didn’t have
a newsletter, so the Board decided to simply give her a deadline of June 1st to produce the
newsletter or our relationship would be terminated. We found out that the VCA terminated
their relationship with the Editor for the same reason. The June 1 deadline was not met,
thus we have taken the same action.
The Board has come up with a volunteer to quickly piece together whatever information
we can resurrect, reproduce, or obtain copies of, and format it into a newsletter that will at
least be a start at reconnecting our communication link within the club. We have a second
volunteer to print out the newsletter pages on 8 ½ by 11 paper at no cost to the club, and
we are trying to come up with a method of binding the pages into an attractive newsletter
instead of just stapling the corner of the pages (too tacky!). Any suggestions on how to
do that will be greatly appreciated. We are taking this approach for quickly producing and
mailing the newsletter rather than the long negotiation and process ﬂow timeframe generally
associated with publication houses.
The Board has had preliminary interest from 3 diﬀerent people to become our paid Editor
and we will be discussing this at our next Board meeting in June.
Thank you for your patience in this very frustrating matter and keep those articles and
pictures coming!
PS If you have any complaints about this newsletter, please send them to Jim Brennan, and
he will put you on the list for the drawing to become the next volunteer newsletter editor…
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Note From the Editor
By Jill Brennan
Due to my marketing background, I was asked to step in and produce an interim newsletter
until another volunteer could be found to edit the IWSCA News, therefore Jim and I
collaborated to quickly produce the publication you are now reading. It appears I will be
also editing the July – August edition, therefore wanted to let everyone know that I will
be accepting submissions until Friday July 18. I produce the newsletter in a PC version
of InDesign (an Adobe product) but have three additional professional programs, as well
as all the standard Microsoft Oﬃce products, Photoshop, Illustrator, and complete Adobe
Acrobat, therefore CAN accept text ﬁles in nearly any format, but PageMaker, InDesign, MS
Publisher, MS Word and standard .txt are usually the easiest. Please don’t feel like you need
to convert anything to PDF, as I can probably open the ﬁle in which you originally created
your submission.

IWSCA Board Meeting
Respectfully Submitted by Deborah Bilardi
April 8, 2008
Call to order by President James Brennan at 3:14 PM.
Present: AKC Delegate Susan Tapp, Treasurer Michelle Cummings, Membership Jeremy
Kezer, Regional Rep. Tara Darling-Lyon, Regional Rep. Deborah Hughes, Colleen
McDaniel, Sandy Ascot, Linda Deckard and Secretary Deborah Bilardi.
Minutes of the 2007 passed as published in the Newsletter.
Secretary’s Report: Deborah Bilardi-See the Minutes of the Annual Meeting
Treasurer’s Report: Michelle Cummings- See the Minutes of the Annual Meeting. It was
recommended that we look into putting some of the general funds into a savings account.
Tax ramiﬁcations were unknown.
Membership Report: Jeremy Kezer- See the Minutes of the Annual Meeting
Standard Committee: Colleen McDaniel- See the Minutes of the Annual Meeting
Rescue Committee: Colleen McDaniel- See the Minutes of the Annual Meeting -the
ringworm girl has cost us $800.00 so far and we still have transportation bills to pay.
Judges’ Education: Colleen McDaniel- See the Minutes of the Annual Meeting
New Business
Supported Entry Trophies: It was recommended IWSCA send $50.00 to Regional Reps to
pay for trophies at IWSCA supported events. Standardized trophies were also recommended.
Linda Deckard oﬀered to have the IWSCA Challenge Trophy for BOW, the Ann Snelling
Champion Naptandy Bonnie Scarlet Trophy, cleaned and refurbished. The Board accepted
the oﬀer.
National Specialty 2010 by Linda Deckard: See the Minutes of the Annual Meeting
Meeting adjourned 4:27 PM
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IWSCA Annual Meeting
Respectfully Submitted by Deborah Bilardi
April 8, 2008 Perry, GA
James F. Brennan, President called the meeting to order at 8:05 PM.
Members Present: Deborah Bilardi, Tony Bilardi, Lorna Pumphrey, Michelle Cummings,
Jill Brennan, Vikki Magaraci, Mary Su Turner, Richard Turner, Margot Nielson, Bronn
Hennery, Sue Tapp, Carolyn Randel, Moe Gasperetti, Christi Williams, Barbara Canonico,
Lisa Shaw, Linda Deckard, Ginny Spencer, Tim Ufkes, Patricia Welch, Heidi Currier Ferris,
Grafton Teller, Grattan Foy, R. James Rubin, Sue Anderson, Karen Mulkearn, Norma Heiny,
Carolyn Lathrop, Evelyn VanUden, Cynthia Rathbun, Susan Sarracino-Deihl, Betty Wathne,
Jarl Wathne, Marian McLeod, Kent Shaver, Jeremy Kezer, Kim Kezer, Deb Nezgoda,
Deborah Hughes, Steve Riseman, Kathy Riseman, Shona Ensign, Mary Thompson, Brenda
Groeneboer, Jack McDaniel, Lois McDonald, Colleen McDaniel, Laurel Baglia
Guests: Olivia Kezer, Joe Nezgoda, Randy Byrd
The Board Members present were introduced.
The Minutes of the 2007 IWSCA Annual Meeting were approved as published in the
IWSCA News.
President’s Report by James Brennan:
We received a $2,000.00 donation from Pedigree Dog Foods. Pedigree donated the same
amount to all AKC National Breed Clubs with no strings attached.
The Hall of Fame and Register of Merit Committee, chaired by Jim, is working on criteria
for both awards. The plan is to have the HOF be more of a popular vote and the ROM to
have minimum requirements.
The Standard Committee submitted to the Board a revised Breed Standard and the Board
voted to send it on the membership for their vote.
The Board is working on new types of memberships. Jim contacted the AKC about a paid
lifetime membership and they will not approve our request.
Secretary’s Report by Deborah Bilardi: the Board passed the following items:
The Breed Standard as recommended by the Committee to be sent to the membership for a
vote
The Hall of Fame Award as recommended by the Committee
The hiring of a professional newsletter editor
To take PayPal for Dues Renewal
To become a CHIC breed
A new Specialty Rotation: 2008 Southeast-Perry, GA-2009 Northwest-Auburn, WA-2010
Northeast-PA-2011 Southwest-Northern California-2012 Midwest-2013 Southeast
We welcomed Florence Blecher as Legislative Liaison.
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We are working with the AKC to have Junior, Honorary and Lifetime Memberships.
We will be putting up for a membership vote the following change to the IWSCA By-Laws:
ARTICLE IV. THE CLUB YEAR, VOTING, NOMINATIONS, & ELECTIONS;
SECTION 3. ANNUAL ELECTION: Ballots, to be valid, must be received by the Secretary
before the date of the Election; this exact date is May 1 if the Annual Election is not held in
conjunction with an Annual Meeting held between May 1 and May 31. This will make it
easier to determine when nominations are due.
Treasurer’s Report by Michelle Cummings: For 2007, our club income (without rescue,
genetics or specialty income) was $10,821.00 vs $11,702 in 2006.
Our club expenses (without rescue, genetics or specialty
expenses) were $13,393.00 vs $13,752.00 in 2006, causing a loss
on club activities of $2,572.00 vs $2,049.00 in 2006. The major
portion of our expenses continues to be the newsletter. The total
cost in 2007 was $7,770.00.
In 2007 rescue donations totaled $4,835.00 and expenses for
rescue totaled $286.00. The Rescue Fund’s current balance is
$23,428.00.
In 2007 genetics donations totaled $1,773.00. The Health and
Genetics Fund’s current balance is $6,967.00.
The Thyroid Study Fund’s current balance is $2,801.00.
The 2007 Specialty generated a proﬁt of $10,716.00.
Congratulations on a job well done.
The balance of our general fund at the end of 2007 was
$49,421.00 vs $39,576.00 in 2006. This reﬂects all income and
expenses exclusive of rescue, genetics, and thyroid balances.
Currently our general fund balance is $44,676.00, but this is without much of the 2008
Specialty income and expenses.
A more complete report will appear elsewhere in the newsletter.
Membership Report by Kim Kezer: At present we have 343 members, 29 did not renew this
year and 16 are new members. Kim is working on ways to get and keep new members.
Breeders’ Committee Report by Sue Tapp: The committee is looking at IWS health issues;
they also worked on the CHIC requirements with the Health and Genetics Committee.
Webmaster’s Report by Deborah Hughes: Please send updates to the website direct to
Deborah. Posting to a list will not be enough notice.
Judge’s Education Report by Colleen McDaniel: This committee deﬁnes its mission
statement as “The IWSCA Judge’s Education Committee is in existence to provide
opportunities for AKC licensed/interested judges to obtain information and education about
the Irish Water Spaniel. This information needs to be in line with the oﬃcial Breed Standard
approved by the IWSCA.” The goal is to have members from each IWSCA Region provide
this much needed education to the judges. The deﬁnitions of the various duties are elsewhere
in the newsletter. Colleen encourages all IWSCA members to attend a Judges’ Education
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with their dogs if possible.
Rescue Report by Colleen McDaniel: The rescue pamphlet is in the works. We have had two
old boys in rescue and the girl with ringworm. Due to the generosity of our members we
have adequate funds for rescue.
The new slate of IWSCA Board Members was approved:
• President James Brennan
• 1st Vice President Gregory Johnson
• 2nd Vice President Melissa McMunn
• Membership Jeremy Kezer
• Treasurer Michelle Cummings
• Secretary Deborah Bilardi
• AKC Delegate Susan Tap
Breed Standard Committee by Colleen McDaniel: The committee
sent their recommendations to the Board and the Board approved
sending the recommended standard to the membership for their
approval. There was a discussion on the change of eye color to “warm;
medium to dark brown”. Colleen had a chart with color chips of
many shades of brown divided into warm and cool colors to explain
the proper color. The present standard lists hazel as the eye color.
It was felt hazel has too wide a color range from dark green to yellowish brown and lightbrown or gold. Size also was discussed as 3 lb. were added to the male’s weight. This was
done to make the weight range for the males 13 lb, the same range the bitches have had for
years. A strong under jaw was added, the term gundog replaces the term sporting dog and a
description of the proper upper arm was added to the standard.
New Business
Newsletter Editor by James Brennan: We have hired a professional newsletter editor who
already does newsletters for several other breed clubs. The Board is excited about this new
venture.
Health and Genetics/CHIC by Laurel Baglia: The Board and the Health and Genetics
Committee approved joining the CHIC Registry. With the help of the Breeders’
Committee, the Health and Genetics Committee has determined a dog needs four tests
to be a CHIC dog. They are OFA Evaluations for Hip Dysplasia, Elbow Dysplasia,
Autoimmune Thyroiditis, and one CERF Eye exam. We already have 44 dogs in the CHIC
Registry. You can ﬁnd more information at: http://www.caninehealthinfo.org/results.
html?submit=Begin&breed=IWS
More information on health studies can be found elsewhere in the newsletter.
Thyroid Study by Lois MacDonald: Lois encouraged members to participate in the Thyroid
Blood Draw to be held on April 10. We had 193 of the 200-400 dogs needed to establish
the norms.(At the draw we had 11 more dogs added to the study. Thank you to those who
had their dogs drawn and the volunteers who helped.)
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More information on this study can be found elsewhere in the newsletter.
AKC Breed Pamphlet by James Brennan: The AKC will include a breed pamphlet in each
registration packet. The pamphlet will contain generic information, information on IWS and
IWSCA. This pamphlet has to be the same format as all other pamphlets the AKC sends out.
Jim asked for volunteers to produce the pamphlet. Sandy Ascot and Ruth Bruskiewitz oﬀered
to take on this project. Thank you Sandy and Ruth.
Judges’ Education at National Specialties by Colleen McDaniel: Next year a Hands On
Judges Education will be open to all members and everyone is encouraged to attend. It is a
valuable educational tool all IWS lovers can beneﬁt from. Please plan to attend with your
dog.
Awards Statistics by Tim Ufkes: Tim recommended we change our method of tabulating year
end awards to the system used by the AKC. He wants to add Rally and give year end awards
to the top 5 dogs of each event. Tim also wants us to consider having owners apply for the
awards their dogs earned. To spread the work out, he suggested having a committee member
responsible for each event.
Sandy Ascot questioned whether or not the back cover of the IWSCA National Specialty
catalog is reserved for a picture of a dog that has passed away and the inside back cover is for
the dog’s history. (It has been researched and no long term IWSCA member remembers this
requirement, but further research is still needed.)
National Specialty 2010 by Linda Deckard: Linda’s slide presentation showed the host hotel,
Holiday Inn Conference Center at Francis Scott Key Mall, and show area on the hotel
grounds. This hotel was the host hotel and show site for the 2008 Labrador Retriever Club
of the Potomac, Inc. Specialty. Last year this show had the most entries of any specialty show.
There were 860 Labs entered in this local specialty in 2007. This hotel knows dog shows. The
2010 committee will also be adding Dock Diving to the event schedule. The dates for 2010
are April 27-31.
At 10:20 Jack McDaniel made a motion that we adjourn and Lorna Pumphrey seconded it.
Meeting Adjourned

New Standard Vote
Proccedural Explanation
By Deborah Bilardi, IWSCA Secretary
Most of you know the Irish Water Spaniel Standard Committee sent its recommendations for
revising the Irish Water Spaniel Standard to the IWSCA Board. The Board voted to send the
revised standard on to the membership for their vote to approve or disapprove the revisions.
From the correspondence I received it is clear many members do not understand the process
of changing our standard. The IWSCA By-Laws are very clear on how to revise the standard.
Maybe this will clear up the misunderstandings.
The Irish Water Spaniel Club of America was organized in 1937. The ﬁrst IWS Standard is
dated June 11, 1940. A breed standard belongs to the National Breed Club, also known as
the Parent Club, for that breed. Only the Parent Club can change a breed standard, but the
American Kennel Club must also approve the standard. It is only after the AKC approves a
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standard that it will be the oﬃcial standard used at AKC events.
Sometime in the 1980’s the AKC requested all Parent Clubs standardize their standards.
To appease the AKC, IWSCA, following their By-Laws, formed a committee to revise their
standard. The IWSCA Board approved the revisions, the membership approved the revisions
and the AKC approved the revisions. This standard has been the oﬃcial IWS standard since
August 1, 1990. As I recall, in the late 1990’s, while trying to produce an illustrated standard
for the IWS, the written standard was considered not clear enough as a description of the
perfect IWS. The decision was made to revise the standard again. Mid March of this year
the Board received the Committee’s ﬁnal recommended revisions to the IWS Standard. The
Committee had previously sent drafts to the Board keeping us informed of the problems
and successes they were having. This Committee’s commitment and respect for our breed
is evident in their ﬁnal draft. After some discussion, on March 27, 2008 the Board voted
to send the revised standard on to the IWSCA membership for their vote to approve or
disapprove these revisions.
Voting on the Irish Water Spaniel Standard is the single most important responsibility for
an IWSCA member. Please take the time to study both the existing and proposed standards.
Think about which standard you feel more clearly deﬁnes the perfect IWS. Remember, your
vote will count.
The existing standard is online at: http://www.akc.org/breeds/irish_water_spaniel/index.cfm,
in all National Specialty Catalogs, the Membership Directory and the IWSCA website http://
clubs.akc.org/iwsc/standard.htm.
A copy of the standard recommended by the Standard Revision Committee will be in this
newsletter.
Your ballot will arrive by July 1, 2008 and you will have till July 31, 2008 to postmark your
ballot. Please take the time to study both the existing and proposed standards and VOTE!

Irish Water Spaniel Standard - Revision Final:
Submitted by Standard Commitee
GENERAL APPREARANCE: That of a smart, upstanding, strongly built moderate gundog
bred for all types of shooting, especially for water-fowling. Great intelligence is combined
with rugged endurance and a bold, dashing eagerness of temperament. Distinguishing
characteristics are a topknot of long, loose curls, a body covered with a dense, crisply curled
liver colored coat contrasted by a smooth face and a smooth “rat” tail.

PROPORTION AND SUBSTANCE: Strongly built and well-boned, the Irish
Water Spaniel is of medium length making it slightly rectangular in appearance. A
well-balanced dog that should not appear leggy or coarse.
SIZE:
Height:

Dogs 22 to 24 inches (measured at the highest point of shoulder)
Bitches 21 to 23 inches

Weight

Dogs
55 – 68 pounds
Bitches 45 – 58 pounds
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HEAD: The head is cleanly chiseled. The skull is large and high in dome with a
prominent occiput and a gradual stop. The muzzle is long, deep and somewhat
square in appearance with a strong underjaw. Lips are ﬁne in texture, tight and dry.
The nose is large and dark liver in color. The teeth are even with a scissor or level bite.
Hair on the face is short and smooth except for a beard of long, loose curls growing at
the back of the lower jaw which may continue up the side of the face as sideburns.
TOPKNOT: A characteristic of the breed, the topknot consists of long, loose curls
covering the skull and falling down over the top of the ears and occiput. The contrast
between the smooth face coat and the topknot is evident in a well-deﬁned peak
between the eyes. This breed characteristic should not be trimmed in an exaggerated
or excessive manner.
EYES: Comparatively small and almond shaped. The color is a warm tone of
medium to dark brown. The expression is keenly alert, intelligent, direct and
quizzical.
EARS: Long, lobular, set low, hanging close to the head and abundantly covered with
long curls.
NECK: The neck is long, arching, strong and muscular and is smoothly set into
cleanly sloping shoulders.
BACK: Strong, broad and level. TOPLINE: The rear is equal to or slightly higher than the
front.

BODY: Medium length. Ribs are carried well back and so well sprung behind
the shoulders as to give a barrel shape. Chest is deep with a brisket extending to
the elbows. Loin is short, wide, deep and muscular. Does not give a tucked-up
appearance.
FOREQUARTERS: The entire front gives the impression of strength without
heaviness. Shoulders are sloping, clean and powerful. The elbows are close and clean.
Forelegs are well boned and straight. The length of upper arm should be suﬃcient to
set the forelegs well under the body.
HINDQUARTERS: As high or slightly higher than the shoulders. Powerful,
muscular with well developed thighs. Hips are wide. Stiﬂes are moderately bent.
Hocks are set low and moderately bent. Croup is rounded and full. Rear angulation
is moderate. Balance of front and rear angulation is important. Sound hindquarters
are of great importance to provide drive and power while swimming.
FEET: Large, round, somewhat spreading. Well clothed with hair. Pads are thick.
TAIL: The “Rat Tail” is a striking characteristic of the breed and is strong, low set and carried
level with the back and is not quite long enough to reach the hock joint. The tail is thick at the
root where it is covered for two to three inches with short curls which stop abruptly. From that
point the tail is covered with smooth hair and the tail tapers to a ﬁne point.
COAT: Proper coat is of vital importance to protect the dog while working. The
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body is covered with dense, tight, crisp curls. Forelegs are covered down to the feet
with curls or waves all around. Hind legs are also abundantly covered with curls or
waves, except that the hair is short and smooth on the front of the legs below the
hocks. The hair on the throat is smooth and very short, forming a V shaped patch
from the back of the lower jaw to the breastbone. Dogs may be shown in natural
coat or trimmed. However, no dog should be groomed or trimmed so excessively as
to obscure the curl or texture of the coat.
COLOR: Rich liver to dark liver with a purplish tinge, sometimes called puce liver.
No white hair or markings except for the graying of age.
GAIT: Moves freely and soundly with balanced reach and drive. Should be true,
precise and not slurring; may have a characteristic rolling motion accentuated by
the barrel-shaped rib cage.
TEMPERAMENT: Very alert, inquisitive and active. Stable in temperament with
a sense of humor. May be reserved with strangers but never aggressive or shy.
FAULTS: The foregoing description is that of the ideal adult Irish Water Spaniel
in hard working condition. Any deviation from the above-described dog must
be considered to the extent of the deviation, keeping in mind the importance of
various features toward the basic original purpose of the breed, which is that of
a gundog used for work in all types of shooting and particularly suited to water
fowling in diﬃcult marshy terrain.

2008 IWSCA National Specialty
Georgia National Fairground and Agricenter, Perry, GA
April 4th through April13th, 2008
By Helen Howard
Georgia in the Springtime! Not a prettier place around in my opinion. The weather was
perfect and all was blooming.
The Southeast Irish Water Spaniel Clan had a great time hosting this gathering, watching
our IWS and their owners participate in their varied activities and interests from Tracking,
Agility, Obedience, Rally, Hunting and Conformation.
Everyone has their special highlights of the week’s activities. We had lots of unoﬃcial
helpers from the participants and appreciate them one and all.
I tried at the banquet to say a “Thank You” and acknowledge the individuals involved but it
fell far short, due to the time constraints, of giving everyone thanks. I had such an incredible
committee—they were all so special in so many ways.
My co-chair, and Obedience/Rally Chairperson and Trophy Chairperson and Webmaster…
and….general gofer, Deborah Hughes was my anchor. She has a great memory, is a better
organizer and less distractable than me. We remain friends and I am fully aware that she
worked much harder than I did. She loved every minute of it too! There are no words to say
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how much I appreciated her…she made me look marvelous.
BUT..she wasn’t the only one that did that.
I had a few friends who helped out and they don’t own
IWS. Toni Thomas, Stewarded both Sweeps and Regular
Conformation classes for us. She and I have been friends
for a long time via our dog connection in Gordon Setters.
Our friends, Ed and Carol Ervin, from MI, were there to
help with shirt sales and generally helpout. Those are true
friends to give up their time to help out at a Specialty for
a breed they don’t own and we appreciated them! I have to
give a special Thanks to David…he was there during the specialty, selling shirts and helping
wherever necessary…like coming almost all the way home to be sure we had Barbecue sauce
when we were inadvertently sent cocktail sauce vs. barbecue sauce for dinner that evening!
He gave me a lot of moral support and encouragement in the year leading up to the specialty,
and I love him for that! Michelle Cummings was there to write checks, advise on process and
generally be supportive.
The IWSCA Oﬃcers and board responded to our request to allow our Tracking Test to be
open to all breeds in order to help in our quest to make available to all IWS every venue
possible and still maintain a possibility of a Specialty in the “Black” ﬁnancially. It was a bold
decision and the Committee appreciated their stepping in to help.
Ginny and Larry Spencer along with Mary Su and Rich Turner, Carolyn Randel, Sandy
Loree and Moe Gasparetti oﬃcially managed our hospitality, from Welcome Bags and all
the goodies to the outstanding food oﬀered in new and bold fashion. This began on Friday
at the Tracking activities with a hospitality table every day, complete with Gourmet Apple
Cider, teas, coﬀees, fruit/snacks and water for everyone. Moe and Carolyn did an incredibly
memorable job with some of the best lunches I have ever seen! Moe
made great soups…not just one but two, with all the trimmings, Baked
potato bar, and great sandwich selections. This was no small feat since
we had NO real kitchen equipment so it had to be trucked in.
Ginny, Larry, Mary Su and Rick along with their unsung helpers
adapted nicely when it was determined we couldn’t do our evening
social hour in the building. They hurriedly organized “Yappy Hour
Parties” nightly at the RV parking area between the RVs. These were
deﬁnitely a hit and a lot of socializing took place over the week. There
were lots of jealous dog show exhibitors who wished they were having
all that fun. I heard there were some party crashers over the week—
welcomed in true IWS fashion…sharing is always good!
We had been steered to, Creekside Caterers, owned and run by Dot
Andrews, a local southern lady, for our food needs and she deﬁnitely
pulled out all the stops and was a marvelous help and resource to
both Ginny and Carolyn with planning meal events. She was willing
to be helpful and available to help with whatever was needed in the
hospitality arena. We appreciated all her help and her stupendous southern food. I heard
LOTS of comments on Southern Food being too good…and how it was not low calorie!
Lisa Schaitberger, Ed Presnall and Mary Thompson worked extremely hard to provide IWS
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exhibitors and other tracking entrants a wonderful experience. The three of them had hosted
a VST Seminar prior to the specialty, donating their time and expertise. All proﬁt from this
helped to oﬀset expenses for the Tracking tests this year. Andy Rodriquez, who is retired
from the Air Force and lives close by in Warner Robbins, GA (who owns one of my Gordon
Setter bitches) stepped up to the plate to be the local contact with the State Department of
Natural Resources, as well as the VST site at Fort Valley State University in Fort Valley, GA.
We couldn’t have had a better representative. The management of the State Park and the
University were extremely helpful to our group and we had “observers” at both sites which
made this endeavor a true community outreach program spreading the word about not only
our IWS, but organized AKC activities. Tracklayers included Deborah and Ken Hughes,
Ginny Spencer, Lisa Schaitberger, Sandy Loree, and myself . We laid tracks for TD, TDX
and VST…and all learned a lot about tracking in the process.
The WC/WCX held at Henderson Village Hunting grounds was a great success under the
watchful eyes and hard work of Nona and Harlan Noel. Helping in various ways were Sandy
Ascot, Larry Spencer, and his grandson Zack, who gunned for the event along with Larry.
There were several Conformation Judges who came to learn and watch the process. Harlan
arranged for some awesome WC/WCX commemorative hats
that were all sold in no time. The site and the weather were
perfect, allowing everyone a great view of the activities while
sitting in your chairs. The Judges, Susan Fuldenwider and
Cole Fertic were extremely nice and seemed to enjoy our IWS
Antics and appreciate their abilities in the ﬁeld. We couldn’t
ask for more, as our Irishers put on quite a show, having a
grand time while doing it! I think everyone got a chance to
see the lovely Grooming Table with woodburned National
Logo on the top that was donated by Susan…a real surprise which was a very sought after
item at the Auction.
There are always people who step up to help out where needed and this year was no
exception….a real community atmosphere was obvious as whenever we said that someone
was needed to do anything, someone always showed up to steward Obedience, Rally
and generally help where needed. We couldn’t have done it with out you and you were
appreciated so much!
I would like to thank Jeremy Kezer and Ken Hughes for their wonderful photos which
chronicled the event from the very beginning to the end. They were out there at each event
taking great pictures so folks who weren’t there could enjoy some of the activities. We had
others behind the scenes who did marvelous things. Sandy Loree, seamstress and crafty
person extroidinnare, who did judge’s hospitality baskets as well as those little items you all
found in your goodie bags and Mementoes from the CGC event. Ken Loree and a crew of
helpful volunteers worked to see our Agility went smoothly. Christi Williams artwork was to
be seen around …the SEIWS buttons to T-Shirts and towels given for some trophies. Larry
and Ginny Spencer’s handiwork was also evident in those wonderful Cookbooks found in
your hospitality bags. A labor of love which featured some of our gifted IWS over the years.
Steve and Kathy Riseman were available to run errands, help with anything and everything
at either the Agility/conformation/WC/WCX and everywhere else. There were two other
young men who were extremely responsible and helpful to our Cause…Cameron Williams
and Benny Riseman stepped up and helped me sell over $400 worth of Leprechauns for our
50/50 Fun Fundraiser! I’d say they did OK and a little bird told me they enjoyed themselves
too!! Thanks Guys!
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Our Banquet was superb with true Southern cuisine and great company and conversation.
We had a few comments by Ms. Fournier telling us how much she enjoyed the specialty
entry, its quality and depth. Greg Siner did his usual extremely
entertaining and memorable job on the auction with the help of “Vanna”
and her helpers….Bidding was brisk and donations from everyone were
extremely nice. There was everthing from shirts/hats to handmade
Quilts, artwork, and genuine Irish items. As usual, it went very well.
Thank you to all contributors and purchasers who made this possible
and a special “Thank You” to Greg for his continuing support of our
IWSCA fundraising.
The Specialty and surrounding activities all went very well and there
was all kinds of complimentary comments overheard by not only the
Specialty committee, but also the vendors at the dog shows shared
tales with us of everyone’s “freely oﬀered” and totally unsolicited
announcements of what a great time they were having. That was extremely nice to hear!
That is what the committee wanted more than anything else…was for everyone to have a
good time, enjoy each others company and give the membership a chance to see our dogs do
their thing!
We are very glad everyone could come and we only want to say “Yall, Come back, ya hear!!”.

Congratulations to the 2008 Specialty Winners
Best of Breed CH Jaybren’s Miss Down South Jukin * CH Jaybren’s Donnchadh Donal
CDX SH MX NAJ x CH Poole’s Ide Jaybren Jazwater Water CD RN WC *Bred by James F
Brennan, owned & handled by Wayne Murray
Best of Opposite Sex was CH Tara’s Teal Take Flight * CH Tara’s Captain Morgan RN x
CH Tara’s Picture Perfect CD RA* Bred by Tara Darling, owned by Tara Darling, Melinda
Williams & Paul Price, and handled by Ernesto Lara
Award of Merit from the Veteran Bitch Class - BISS CH Madcap’s Brialliant Virtue CD
* CH Co-R’s Wingset Woody O’Blu Max x CH Castlehill’s Blazing Madcap UD NA *
Bred by Betty Wathne & Dana Vaughan, owned by Betty & Jarl Wathne, handled by Betty
Wathne
Award of Merit from the Gun Dog Class - CH D’locks St James’s Gate CD JH * CH
Dreadlocks Keeper O’The Keys CD X CH ildanD’locks I wanted Wings * Breeder Lynn
Musgrave, owner James Rubin, handled by Kimberly Calvacca
Winners Dog was Kimswick’s Remember When * CH Beauﬁeld Duﬀy of Providence x CH
Kimswick’s Sweet Memories * Bred, owned, handled by Linda Deckard
Winners Bitch/Best of Winners was Chantico’s Spirit in the Surf * CH Madcap If My
Heart Had Wings X CH Taras Water’s My Middle Name * Bred by Kim Kezer & Mindy
Garbarino, owned by Kim & Jeremy Kezer & Mindy Garbarino, handled by Kim Kezer
Reserve Winners Dog was Cat’s Curtain Call * CH Cat’s Black Magic x CH Catwalk Special
Edition * Bred by Marian McCloud, owned & handled by Courtny Manrod
Reserve Winners Bitch was Stanegate Supertramp * BIS BISS CH Sylmar’s Raindance
x Foulby Fired Up * Bred by Judith Carruthers, owned by Tim Ufkes & Heidi Gervais,
handled by Heidi Gervais
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Northeast Report
By Tara Darling
It has been cold in the NE with not much going on until Feb.

January Performance and Therapy Achievements
Natalie Weisman’s Juliette picked up back to back RAE legs at Princeton and K-9 shows
January 12 and 13 they are number 1 & 2. Jared was ranked nationally number 9 in APDT
for his ARCH Rally title for 2007 Ch Castlehill’s Knight Sir Jared CGC TDI UD RAE
RL1 RL1X RL2 ARCH There will be an article on Jared and Rally in Front and Finish this
summer. They wanted to write an article on a non regular obedience dog in Rally Castlehill’s
Opal Juliette - Juliette also picked up her TDIA certiﬁcate for 50 Therapy Dog Visits Juliette
is now Castlehill’s Opal Juliette CGC TDI CD Rn RA RE

Big Apple Sporting Dog Show
Greg Siner and Terri Baud had his 3 pups from
Maud and Freethinker out for their ﬁrst points.
Greg’s bitch Maud took the breed honors with Tara
Darling’s and Lindy William’s Chaos taking BOS .

Westminster Kennel Club
This was quite an event with 3 bitches and 2 dogs
this year. Greg Siner took the honors again with Ch
Poole’s Ide then there’s Maud, with Ch Tara’s Teal
took Fight (Chaos) taking BOS and Ch Tara’s Water
Turned to Wine (Laz) owned by Mindy Garbarino
and Tara Darling taking the AOM. Kim and Fiona (Ch Tara’s
Water is My Middle Name CD JH) made their ﬁrst appearance
as did Alice Getchells Ch Mallyre Kayla A’Mhara being shown
by Emily Pickle. Mindy and Rich Garbarino hosted a lovely
lunch for the group with IWS folks who came to cheer. Lucie
and Maggie Brownson, Helen Howard, Mary Su and Rich
Tuner, Tim Ufkes, Deb Patterson, Terri Baud, Sue Tapp were
just a few who were there rooting us on.

Rockland Kennel Club Show
Rockland Kennel club show had quite a turn out despite the
snow storm. With Natalie Weisman’s Castlehill’s Opal Juliette
taking best of Breed with Saturday Ch Tara’s Water Turned to
Wine (Laz) took BOB while Tara Darling’s Trouble “Tara’s Luck
of the Irish” took BOW getting his ﬁrst major. While Kim Kezer and Mindy Garbarino’s
Neil took her ﬁrst major as well. Reserve went to Sue Tapp’s bitch. Sunday Laz won again
this time getting a Group 3. Trouble was BOW and Juliette was WB getting taking a major.
The judges said they hadn’t seen such a group of happy wild pups in a long time. Mindy
and Kim’s Balinoe and Mary Su and her bitch sure did have a good time.
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Portchester Obedience Training Club
Ch. Castlehill’s Knight Sir Jared CGC TDI UD RAE RL1, RL1X, RL2, ARCH picked up
his APDT Rally Level 2X championship title March 1, 2008 at the Portchester Obedience
Training Club trial. He also picked up legs 2 and 3 of the 5 Double Q’s he needs for his
ARCHX title March 2, 2008 at the same trial

March Group Ones!
Mindy Garbarino Ch Tara’s Water Turned to Wine (Laz) picked up a group 1 at the NJ
shows March 1st.
Greg Siners bitch Maud took a group 1 at the Saw Mill show on March 9th

Mid-Atlantic Report
By Stephanie O’Reilly
I’ve tried to capture as many results as I could remember since the last newsletter. We have
so many people who do great things with their IWS, it’s hard to keep track of all it.

Echo and Evie Van Uden
Going back a bit, CH Pinebank Doitagin IMKimswick CDX, RE, AX, AXJ (“Echo”)
earned her Excellent Standard Agility title with a second place ﬁnish at the Clarion Canine
Obedience Club agility trial in Edinboro, PA on Saturday, November 24. Echo is owned
and loved by Evie Van Uden.

Cleveland 4 Day Cluster
In December, many of us headed to Cleveland to the 4 day cluster. On Thursday, December
13th, Best of Breed, Best of Winners, Winner’s Dog was Clark (Cuardach Blaze the Trail)
owned by Stephanie O’Reilly, Winners Bitch was Seeker (Cuardach Seek New Shores)
owned by Elizabeth Sherman and Stephanie O’Reilly and Reserve Winner’s Bitch was Zalea
(Mapcap Azalea’s A Tru Tygerlily). On Friday, December 14th, BOB/BBBE/WD/BOW was
Clark, WB was Seeker, RWD was Jack (Eire’s North Coast Captain Jack) owned by Kathryn
Dingledy & Isaac Borgstrom, and RWB was Lila (Navaron’s S’mores Lila) owned by Jennifer
Aliberti. On Saturday, December 15th, BOB/BOW/WD was Clark, WB was Zalea, and
RWB was Lila. On Sunday, December 16th, BOB/BOW/WB was Seeker, WD was Jack,
RWD was Clark, and RWB was Lila.
There were also a lot of accomplishments in the performance rings in Cleveland. In rally,
Karen Mullkearn’s Toir earned 4 RAE legs over the weekend and a new RAE2 title. Sue
Anderson’s Faeth also earned 4 RAE legs and her Trust earned 3 novice legs and her RN title
and went on to earn her ﬁrst rally advanced leg. Betty Wathne’s Gabe also earned 3 rally
novice legs and earned his RN. In obedience, Carolyn Lathrop and Fern qualiﬁed in Utility
B on Thursday. In agility, Fern earned lots of MACH points. Karen Blessing’s Nugget
had many qualifying runs including a double Q and he earned his MX title. Scout owned
by Stephanie O’Reilly had a few qualifying runs in excellent B and earned several MACH
points. Scout also qualiﬁed in Open Fast earning her open Fast title. Misty (Mole End
Buoy) owned by Deborah Gendel earned her novice jumpers with weaves title and her novice
standard title.
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Faeth, Trust and Sue Anderson,
The weekend of February 22-24th, Sue Anderson competed in agilty with Faeth and Trust.
Trust completed her novice agility title and an open jumpers leg. Faeth completed her
excellent standard preferred title with many placements.

Maryland Sporting Dog Association
The weekend of March 1st and 2nd was the Maryland Sporting Dog Association shows and
we had an IWSCA supported entry on the 1st. Best of Breed both days was Chaos (Ch
Tara’s Teal Take Flight) owned by Tara Darling and Melinda Williams. Best of Opposite
both days was Tegan (Ch Tara’s Water Baroness CD RA) owned by Shona Ensign. WD on
Saturday was Trouble (Tara’s Luck of the Irish) owned by Tara Darling and WB/BOW was
Poole’s Ide Bit O’brit owned by Terri Braud and Greg Siner. RWD on Saturday was Ronan
(Dreadlock’s Lend Me A Tenor) owned by Linda Deckard and Lynn Musgrave and RWB
was Archer (Mole End Archer) owned by Lucie Brownson and Karen Blessing. On Sunday,
WD was Brody (Kimswick’s Remember When) owned by Thomas & Linda Deckard and
Audrey Krouse and WB/BOW was Seeker (Cuardach Seek New Shores) owned by Elizabeth
Sherman and Stephanie O’Reilly. RWD was Trouble and RWB was Blanche (Realta’s A Field
Star Named Desire SH) owned by Joe Quinn. Best puppy both days was Archer and best
bred-by both days was Seeker. Tom Deckard and Ronan qualiﬁed in Novice B obedience on
Saturday with a nice score.

Birth Announcements
We also had a population explosion in the Mid-Atlantic. Dede Selph had a litter of 7 pups
with Janne and Gali, Stephanie O’Reilly had a litter of 9 with Scout and Tyler and Moe had
a singleton litter with Folly and Hagrid. All these litters were born just days apart. Shona
Ensing also had the most recent litter of 2 with Tegan and Chaos.

Midwest Report
Submitted by Jen Weaver

Fizz and Deb Nezgoda
It had been a month of roller coaster rides in the Nezgoda household We have had to
contend with Splash’s death, my daughter’s and grandaughter’s problems, and my medical
problems. Till this day all has been going downhill very fast.
Today our roller coaster went up! Fizz and I achieved our MACH! She went into the
specialty with 4 double Q’s needed and after Splash’s death I no longer had the focus that was
needed to double Q. Fizz’s MACH just wasn’t important anymore. My wonderful Agility
friends and Pat Morton and Colleen McDaniel, and Joe decided that it was important and
supported me through some rough times over this last month. On May 3rd Fizz got her
17th Double Q and on May 4th she repeated the Double Q for #18. On May 17th got
#19 and today got # 20. We went out in style with all of our agility friends present, as there
were 660 runs today and the trial was 1 hr from my home. Joe came, which made me more
nervous, but I was focused and Fizz was very responsive.The courses were diﬃcult and in
JWW Fizz did a face plant because the approach to the weaves was so tight. It was so nice to
share our victory with Joe and all my friends. One of my friends had to tell me one more
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thing as I was about to walk into the ring for the second run. She told me that Splash was
also running with us on this course. I almost lost it, but another friend told me to focus on
Lanny Bassham( my mental management guru) and work each obstacle and be decisive and
duplicate my form, as only I can. I did, and it worked!
It’s funny what goes through your mind when you have everything hanging on 1 run. As
I crossed the ﬁnish line with Fizz crossing before me, all I could think of is that the last
jump was the panel and I couldn’t take a panel for my MACH bar. Luckily my instructor
presented me with a regular bar. As the bar came into the ring, Fizz headed for the hills. The
bar was much to scary to be in my hand and have me shaking it all over. Luckily, the second
to the last obstacle was the Dogwalk which Fizz is drawn to like a magnet (sound familiar
Jody). When I turned her around for her victory lap she was so happy to see the dogwalk for
the second time and then she was able to do some jumps also. It was much too scary when
the judge hugged me and no one would let me out of the ring until I hugged everyone.Poor
Fizz! All she wanted to do was play ball.
She celebrated with a McDonald’s sundae which she gets for every double Q. I am having a
beer as I type.
I am very pleased with all of our hard work. Many of you know that I have a OTCH on a
dog but I can’t tell you how much harder this was to achieve for me. We are known as The
Odd Couple. I am a physically challenged handler with a very fast dog who is terriﬁed of
people. My job was to teach Fizz that is was OK to be far away from me inspite of her fear
and to teach all the obstacles including weave poles at great distances. My instructor’s jobs
(there have been a few) were to teach me how to handle a fearful dog from very far away and
give the correct information with the correct timing. We have been a work in progress for 5
yrs. They called this quest that I have been on, The Impossible Dream. Today we achieved
The Impossible Dream and Splash was indeed
running with us.
Time to sleep and dream the impossible dream over
and over again.

Nova and Rosemary Sexton
Nova, Ch. Realta’s SuperNova CD, RN, MH,
QAA, qualiﬁed for the Master National. Nova
passed 5/7 MH tests to become the second IWS to
ever qualify and the ﬁrst bitch to do so. If all goes as
planned (namely, she doesn’t come into season) she
will be the ﬁrst IWS to run at the National.
Second, and even more exciting, is that I ran Nova
in an Owner Handler AKC sanctioned Qualifying
Field Trial today and she placed ﬁrst. She is now
“Qualiﬁed All Age”. She is also the second IWS to
earn the Qualifying title and, again, the ﬁrst bitch.
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The IWSCA 2009 National Specialty
May 3-8 , 2009
Argus Ranch Facility, Auburn WA
(Just outside Seattle)

Tenetive Schedule

Sunday May 3 – Field Day
WC/WCX - Location TBD
Bird dog tryouts
The hospitality room opens at Argus with an ice cream social
Monday May 4 - IWSCOPS local specialty - ribbons show – IWSCA supported entry
IWSCOPS all day silent auction
Bird dog judging
Rally
Obedience
Conformation
Costume contest
Catered BBQ dinner
IWSCA new member round table
Tuesday May 5 - IWSCOPS local specialty - trophy show
IWSCOPS All day Silent Auction
Rally
Obedience
Junior Handlers
Conformation
Crab broil hosted by IWSCOPS
Patty Strand from NAIA to present
Wednesday May 6 - IWSCA national specialty
Schedule time for portrait photos
Breeders committee meeting
Parade of title holders,
Sweeps
Freestyle
Breeder’s roundtable – open to all
Thursday May 7 - IWSCA national specialty
IWSCA all day Silent Auction
Rally
CGC
Obedience
Catered Pig Roast
General meeting
Quilt Raﬄe Drawing
Friday May 8 - IWSCA national specialty
Agility
Junior Handlers
Judges Education
Conformation
Banquet (Muckleshoot Casino)
Award presentations
IWSCA Verbal and silent Auction
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NW Regional Report
By Collen McDaniels, Guest Columnist
Can we say “YUCK”?!? That would be the way I would have to describe the last few months
here in the NW. But I am only talking the weather. How bad has it been? Well, we added
a new month to the calendar; Juneuary. The ﬁrst week of June saw record low temperatures
and snow. Not exactly dog training weather.

BUT……Train we did
Of the six Junior dogs that were entered in Hunt Tests when we started this spring, three now
have their JH’s. Two more are sporting at least two legs towards their titles and I believe the
sixth one also has two legs. And we are just mid-June. And we have another three dogs that
have just started their training and all look promising.
We have had two Irishers that have been running the Senior tests and one of those has also
titled this spring. Nike holds the lone spot at Master Level and she has been little Ms.
Reliable and is close to qualifying for the Master National. Christine is busy training her
own dogs, running our IWSCOPS ﬁeld nights each week and keeping up with her visiting
family. Both the dogs and owners seem to be able to multi-task!
While some of us are busy in the ﬁeld, we also have NW Irishers that are out there in the
other venues. I understand that Rio got an Open leg in agility (he was doing agility while
some of the others were doing hunt test) last weekend but will be back in the hunt for
another JH leg this next weekend.
And Marion McLeod with her 13 year old PJ completed her REA this past weekend going
10 for 10. Marion loves that she has something she has been able to do with her older gal.
And on the other end of the age range, Tammy completed her young boy, Mowgli’s, RN and
now has two legs on his RA. We have even got Rebecca doing Rally with her boy, Brody. He
had two legs the last I heard. Brody was her ﬁrst champion and now she is “branching out”
with a bit of prodding from some of the other IWS folks in this area.

Conformation
In the show ring we have also made our NW presence felt. We have at least four new
champions with one of the young boys (now just 16 months) having earned numerous
Group Placements.
I know there are many other accomplishments of notable worthiness that I am missing. I
apologize to those that are not mentioned. Being a guest columnist and not realizing I was
going to be writing this, I have not had time to get the word out.

Specialties
And while this training is going on, the NW group is busy planning their annual local
specialty for August plus are in the troughs’ of also planning a spectacular National Specialty
along with two local specialties for May, 2009. Would love to have you join us at either or
both!
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Why CERF is so important for our breed...
Submiitted by Laurel Baglia, Chairman of the Health & Genetics Committee

Yearly CERF Exams - Why Are They
Important?
Sheryl Krohne, DVM, MS Diplomate ACVO, ACVO Genetics
Committee/CERF Liaison
One of the most frequently asked questions at CERF is “Why is
the CERF certiﬁcation only valid for one year”? The reason is that
some eye diseases in all breeds of dogs can occur at several ages. For
example, if you take your dog to have a CERF examination when
it is 8 weeks old, many diseases can be diagnosed. These diseases
will not progress and once they have been diagnosed, they will not
disappear or “go normal” in future examinations. These diseases
include microphthalmos, iris coloboma, fundus staphyloma or
coloboma, retinal detachment, persistent hyaloid artery, PHPV/
PTVL, optic nerve coloboma, optic nerve hypoplasia, and
micropapilla. Other diseases may be present at 8 to 10 weeks of age and these diseases
can change in their appearance (get worse or better) or disappear with age. These include
entropion and other eyelid conformational abnormalities, persistent pupillary membranes,
retinal dysplasia (folds and geographic lesions), and choroidal hypoplasia. Still other diseases
may not be diagnosed until the dog is older. Most hereditary cataracts do not form in the
eye until dogs are 6 months to 8 years old. Progressive retinal atrophy is most commonly
diagnosed in dogs that are 2 to 8 years of age, depending on the breed. The results is that a
dog could be certiﬁed by CERF at 8 weeks and again as a one year old, and then not pass
the CERF exam at 2 years of age because cataracts had appeared between the 1 and 2 year
examination.
So, what does this mean to the breeder? Dogs should be certiﬁed every year to ensure that
they have not developed serious ocular diseases that occur after dogs are one or 2 years old,
such as cataracts or retinal atrophy. A yearly normal CERF exam would keep the dog’s CERF
number up-to-date. Individual dogs that are “clear” at their CERF exam at 9 years of age are
usually not going to develop any genetic eye disease after 9 years. This is not completely true
for every breed; however, it can be used as a general recommendation. My advice for show,
obedience, performance, working and breeding dogs is that they have a CERF examination
when they are young (< 4 months old), and another examination before they are used for
breeding the ﬁrst time. After that, males that are being used regularly for stud service should
be examined every year until they are 10 years of age, and females and males that are being
bred intermittently should be examined before they are bred each time. Having the exam as
close to the breeding as possible decreases the possibility that a genetic disease has appeared
and will be missed before breeding again. Many females only have a litter every other year,
and while a CERF exam from 11 months ago is still valid, it is not as useful to the breeder
as an exam that is normal in the month before breeding. It is equally important to check the
validity of the CERF number of the dog you are breeding your dog with. Many breeders
accept the word of other breeders that their CERF clearance is current. It is easy to check the
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date of the CERF examination on the VMDB/CERF website where the exam date is listed,
along with the CERF certiﬁcation number (http://www.VMDB.org). The CERF certiﬁcate
also shows the year of the examination and the dog’s age at examination, so you should ask to
see the current certiﬁcate if you have not veriﬁed it from the website.
While yearly examinations do not guarantee that the dog is not a carrier of genetic ocular
disease, they do ensure that within the last year, the dog was examined and no genetic ocular
disease was diagnosed. If CERF clear dogs are bred, genetic ocular disease can be signiﬁcantly
decreased in each successive generation and eliminated in 6 generations.

Obtaining a CERF Number
by Laurel Baglia
Here is some information I have taken from the CERF webpage that describes how to
register your dog with CERF to obtain a CERF number. This number is a necessary
component for your IWS to get a CHIC number. We have a number of IWS who have
undergone thyroid, hips and elbow testing and if they would get a CERF number, they
would then qualify for a CHIC number.
From CERF website:
After the painless examination of the dog’s eyes, the A.C.V.O. Diplomat will complete
the CERF form and indicate any speciﬁc disease(s) found. Breeding advice will be oﬀered
based on guidelines established for that particular breed by the genetics Committee of the
A.C.V.O. Bear in mind that CERF and the A.C.V.O. are separate, but cooperating entities.
The A.C.V.O only provides their professional services and expertise to ensure that uniform
standards are upheld for the certiﬁcation of dog’s eyes with the CERF organization.
If the dog is certiﬁed to be free of heritable eye disease, you can then send in the completed
owner’s copy of the CERF form with the appropriate fee ($12.00 for the original CERF
Registration, or $8.00 if it is a recertiﬁcation or kennel rate). Hybrid Registration is $15.00
per dog. Re-CERF or kennel rate (10 or more new) is $12.00 per dog. CERF has adopted
a policy eﬀective Jan. 1st, 2001 (by post mark) that a permanent identiﬁcation in the form
of microchip, tattoo or DNA proﬁle will be needed for any dog to be registered with CERF.
The certiﬁcation is good for 12 months from the date of the exam and afterwards the dog
must be reexamined and recertiﬁed to maintain its’ registration with CERF.
Regardless of the outcome of the dog’s exam, the research copy of the CERF form will be
sent to the CERF oﬃce at V.M.D.B (Veterinary Medical Database) where its information
will be entered into the database for that speciﬁc breed. This information will be used in
generating research reports, but the individual dog’s identities will become conﬁdential and
will never be released.
Starting from January 1, 2001, CERF adopted a policy that a permanent identiﬁcation in
the form of DNA proﬁle, microchip or tattoo will be needed for any dog to be registered.
Dogs not permanently identiﬁed will continue to be registered; however, they will be issued a
CERF number with the suﬃx “N” indicating that the dog has no permanent identiﬁcation.
For example:
• With permanent identiﬁcation LR-54321
• Without permanent identiﬁcation LR-54321N
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Please notify CERF when your dog receives a permanent ID and we will update our records
and reissue your certiﬁcate.

Why is CERF so important for our breed?
I have included the IWS ocular reports which include data from two intervals- 1991 to 1999
and 2000 to 2005. The data shows that the juvenile cataract rate for the IWS has increased
80% from the 1991 to 1999 interval to the 2000 to 2005 interval. The total number of dogs
examined for the 1991 to 1999 was 166 and 221 in the latter interval. These “n” values do
not represent a large number of our population so we would like more IWS to be tested so
we can get a better idea of our “real” cataract rate. When you look at the juvenile cataract
rates of other breeds, the IWS has a high rate which is similar to the Golden Retriever and
Siberian Husky- two breeds with known for having a cataract problem. The CERF exam is a
reality inexpensive exam and we encourage all IWS owners (show, performance and beloved
pets) to have their IWS’ eyes examined.
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Breed Juvenile Cataract Rates

Other OFA Statistics
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Canine Hemangiosarcoma
The Road From Despair To Hope
By Jaime F. Modiano, VMD, PhD, Michelle G. Ritt, DVM, DACVIM, Matthew
Breen, PhD, CBiol, MIBiol, and Tessa Breen, BSc (Hons), Dip GD, CMM niversity of
Minnesota, St. Paul, MN (JFM & MGR), and North Carolina State University (MB,
TB)
In following article, we describe the current state of knowledge for canine hemangiosarcoma,
including what it is, why it may happen, and how it can be managed. In addition, we present
recent ﬁndings from our programs that promise to help us improve our ability to diagnose,
treat, and prevent this disease.

The Natural History of Canine Hemangiosarcoma
Canine hemangiosarcoma is among the most challenging and mysterious diseases
encountered in veterinary practice. It is an incurable tumor of cells that line blood
vessels, called vascular endothelial cells. Hemangiosarcoma is relatively common in dogs;
it is estimated that this type of cancer accounts for 5-7% of all tumors seen in dogs.
Considering the lifetime risk of cancer for dogs is between 1 in 2 and 1 in 3, we can calculate
that 1.5 to 2.5 million of the ~72 million pet dogs in the United States today will get
hemangiosarcoma and succumb from it. Although dogs of any age and breed are susceptible
to hemangiosarcoma, it occurs more commonly in dogs beyond middle age (older than 6
years), and in breeds such as Golden Retrievers, German Shepherd Dogs, Portuguese Water
Dogs, Bernese Mountain Dogs, Flat Coated Retrievers, Boxers and Skye Terriers, among
others. According to the Golden Retriever Health Study published in 2000, the estimated
lifetime risk of hemangiosarcoma in this breed is 1 in 5, illustrating the magnitude of this
problem.
Unlike other cancers, hemangiosarcoma is almost an exclusive disease of dogs. In people,
a similar type of tumor (angiosarcoma) occurs only rarely in association with workplace
exposure to vinyl chloride and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), such as is found in rubber
and tire plants. An even smaller fraction of women who receive high dose radiation therapy
for cancer (usually breast cancer) can develop angiosarcoma of the skin. Yet, angiosarcomas
account for much less than 1% of all tumors seen in people. Certain mutations are known
to predispose laboratory mice to hemangiosarcoma, but whether these mutations contribute
to the disease in dogs is not known. Benign tumors of vascular endothelial cells, called
hemangiomas, arise in the skin of people and dogs that have extended exposure to sunlight.
These tumors are distinct from hemangiosarcomas and angiosarcomas, and they are not life
threatening.
In dogs, the common primary sites for hemangiosarcoma are the spleen, the right atrium
of the heart, and the subcutis, which is the tissue beneath the skin. The pattern of growth
for these tumors involves inﬁltration into normal tissues surrounding the tumor as well
as distant spread (metastasis). The disease is indolent; in other words, it does not cause
pain and the rate of growth in the early stages is relatively slow. Dogs harboring even large
hemangiosarcomas may show no clinical signs or evidence that they have a life threatening
disease. Generally, the tumor cells retain some normal aspects of behavior, so they try to
make blood vessels. But these vessels are tortuous and malformed, and blood cells tend to
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pool in them and clot. The clots then prevent blood and nutrients from reaching tumor
cells, in turn causing them to die. This creates small ruptures in the tumor through which
blood may escape into the abdomen, heart sac, chest, or subcutaneous space. Depending
on the amount of blood lost, aﬀected dogs may show non-speciﬁc (constitutional) signs
such as lethargy and weakness, but these are transient and resolve as dogs reabsorb the blood
components and make new blood cells. The clinical signs are recurrent, but they also are
subtle enough to go unnoticed for some time. Since hemangiosarcoma tends to metastasize
aggressively to lungs, liver, intestines, and mesentery (the membranous connective tissue that
supports the intestines), distant spread (either microscopic or macroscopic) has inevitably
occurred once the disease is ﬁnally diagnosed. The eventual outcome for patients with this
disease often follows the rupture of a large or rapidly growing tumor, which results in acute,
severe hemorrhage, collapse, shock, and death.

What Causes Hemangiosarcoma
We do not precisely know what causes canine hemangiosarcoma. The observations that the
disease occurs more commonly in dogs than in other animals, and that some breeds are
at higher risk than others tell us that heritable factors must contribute to risk. Ultimately,
the interactions of these heritable risk factors with the environment probably lead to the
spectrum of mutations that give rise to the tumor. As a matter of brief review, it is important
to understand that “cancer is a genetic disease, although it is not always heritable.” Tumors
arise when cells accumulate mutations that eliminate normal constraints of growth and
genetic integrity. These mutations provide cells a selective growth advantage within their
environment, essentially the same evolutionary phenomenon that we call natural selection,
albeit on a microscopic scale. Most mutations arise because the enzymes that control cell
division are not foolproof. About 1 mutation occurs for each one to ten million bases that
are replicated when each time a cell divides (genomic DNA in dogs consists of about 2.5
billion base pairs; in other words, when a cell divides, it must copy 2.5 billion bases and
the inherent error rate of the DNA replication machinery will introduce between ~250 and
2,500 errors, or mutations, to the DNA of each daughter cell). Since some cells in the body
divide continuously to replace others that die or are damaged (for example, blood cells,
skin cells, and gut cells), mutations are pretty much introduced constantly into cells in the
body. For this reason, we say the greatest risk factor for cancer is “being alive”. As mentioned
above in the example of humans that are at risk to develop angiosarcoma, mutations also can
occur from exposure to environmental toxicants. Fortunately, most of these mutations are
silent (they neither help nor hurt the cell or the organism), and the body has mechanisms
to eliminate most cells that acquire deleterious mutations. A relatively new concept about
how cancer happens invokes the theory that only “stem cells” can give rise to tumors,
making the acquisition of mutations in somatic cells (any cell that is not a sperm or an egg)
a lesser concern. This will be discussed in detail later in the article. For now, it is important
to understand that simply carrying a mutation does not necessarily mean an individual will
get cancer - it only means that his or her risk is elevated. The practical implication of this
statement is that we will probably never eliminate cancer completely from our population
(human or canine), but we can achieve a signiﬁcant reduction in the number of cases as we
learn more about how the disease happens and we work to diminish risk factors or detect the
disease early enough to treat it before it becomes a life-threatening condition.
The news is not all bad. We have identiﬁed some of the fundamental properties of canine
hemangiosarcoma, and it is possible one or more of these may prove to be an “Achilles
heel” for the tumor. For example, most of these tumors make growth factors that they need
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to survive, or they “coerce” cells in their environment to do this for them. One of these
growth factors is vascular endothelial growth factor-A or VEGF, which acts by binding
speciﬁc receptors on the hemangiosarcoma cells. New drugs under development by various
pharmaceutical companies are designed speciﬁcally to interfere with the signals transmitted
by these receptors. The reliance of hemangiosarcoma cells on VEGF signals to survive should
make them more sensitive than normal cells to these drugs. Several groups are working
to bring these drugs into the clinic, but the process is slow because testing must be done
in a careful, deliberate way to ensure the compounds are safe and eﬀective. The rules for
participation in clinical trials are stringent, but if you have a dog that is diagnosed with
terminal hemangiosarcoma, your veterinarian may have information about trials for which
he or she may be eligible. As we will detail below, our work and that of others continues to
illuminate new avenues that we may be able to use to more eﬀectively prevent, control, and
treat this disease.

Treatment for Canine Hemangiosarcoma
Regrettably, the standard-of-care for this disease has not seen signiﬁcant advancement
over the past 20 or 30 years. There is presently no readily available, eﬀective test for early
diagnosis of hemangiosarcoma. Careful analysis of blood samples by experienced pathologists
may hint at the presence of chronic hemorrhage and blood vessel abnormalities that are
suggestive of hemangiosarcoma. However, this method is neither sensitive nor speciﬁc to
conﬁrm the diagnosis. Non-invasive imaging methods are useful aids to diagnose the disease.
In particular, ultrasound is moderately speciﬁc, but it is not sensitive, and the tumor must
be large enough to be grossly visible. In addition, biopsies are required for conﬁrmation
of imaging results. Repeated biopsies of tissues where the tumors may arise (without
other evidence for the presence of a tumor) are of little use to provide early diagnosis,
and considering the fact that there is some risk to these procedures, such an approach is
practically and ethically unacceptable.
The options for therapy of canine hemangiosarcoma are limited, largely because the disease is
not diagnosed until the late stages. The standard consists of surgery to shrink or remove the
primary tumor, when possible, followed by intensive chemotherapy. In some cases, surgery
is not feasible, or it can be impractical or inappropriate (for example, if there is evidence of
extensive metastatic spread to sites beyond the primary tumor). Median survival for dogs
treated with surgery alone is approximately 90 days, and that is extended to approximately
180 days by the addition of chemotherapy using one of several protocols available. Because
the goal for chemotherapy in pet dogs is to extend life with good quality, toxicity is generally
not a major issue of concern, and when it occurs it is most often managed without much
diﬃculty.
There is no other therapy that has been proven to be eﬀective to manage or control
hemangiosarcoma. As we will mention below, the cells that give rise to this disease originate
in the bone marrow. We do not yet know when (or why) they localize to the organ where
the disease will arise, but this means that prophylactic splenectomy (removing the spleen to
prevent the development of the disease) is unlikely to have any beneﬁt, since in the absence
of a spleen, the transformed cell (or cells) can simply go to another organ. Also, the spleen is
not simply a “window dressing” organ, and even though dogs can function without a spleen,
they will have reduced ability to adapt or respond to a variety of conditions.
Several alternative and complementary approaches (diet, herbs, mystical energy, etc.) have
recently become popular as people try to ﬁnd treatments for canine hemangiosarcoma. This
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usually follows extensive publicity (such as from Internet chat groups) after a dog receives
these treatments and survives longer than anticipated, leading proponents to advertise this
as success and evidence that their approach is curative for hemangiosarcoma. The danger
of attributing curative power to treatment approaches after an anecdotal response cannot
be overstated. There is no reported case where one of these therapies has been consistently
successful (or even as good as the standard of care) after it has been tested without bias
to try to replicate the anecdotal response. In fact, sometimes such treatments can actually
interfere with - or increase the toxicity of chemotherapy drugs. We know that when some
tumors are caught early enough, surgery alone, surgery plus chemotherapy, and in some
cases no treatment at all can lead to extended survival. In rare instances, the behavior of the
tumor itself is such that disease progression is extremely slow and dogs can survive for an
extended period regardless of the therapy used. This means that a small proportion of dogs
diagnosed with hemangiosarcoma will live 2, 3, 4 years and longer even without aggressive
management. Therefore, it is essential for families who have dogs that are diagnosed with
cancer to recognize two things. One is that veterinarians would not willingly hold back
eﬀective therapies for any disease. Our job and our responsibility are to improve the health
and well being of dogs and their families, and all of us would welcome an eﬀective and nontoxic cure for this disease. The other is that there is no shortage of predators on the Internet
and elsewhere who beneﬁt from the desperation people feel when they know a beloved
family member will probably die from a serious, incurable disease (please visit http://www.
quackwatch.org/00AboutQuackwatch/altseek.html if you want to read more about “miracle
cures” for cancer advertised in the lay press and on the Internet).

Hope for the Future
The unwavering support of the dog-loving community has already made a diﬀerence in
our understanding of canine hemangiosarcoma. To end this article, we will highlight new
information that makes us optimistic about our chances to win the battle against this disease.
Here, we wish to note our gratitude for the support that our group and our collaborators
have collectively received from dog clubs and owners alike, both ﬁnancial and by making
samples available for ongoing studies.
Development of a Test for Early Detection. As we mentioned above, one way to improve
our success treating hemangiosarcoma is by detecting the disease early. Previous work from
our group showed there are unique patterns of protein expression that can help distinguish
hemangiosarcoma cells from normal blood vessel lining cells, even within the tumor. We
also knew that most tumors shed some cells into the circulation. We reasoned, then, that
we could take advantage of this to develop a test to look for tumor cells in the circulation,
providing a minimally invasive, accurate diagnostic test for hemangiosarcoma. In many
ways, this is similar to the proverbial search for a needle in a haystack. The tumor cells are so
infrequent that they cannot be detected in routine blood tests, nor are they easy to enrich. To
accomplish our goal, we needed to use a robust technology called ﬂow cytometry. For this,
cells are “tagged” with ﬂuorescent molecules that identify their lineage of origin and then
cells are run through an instrument (the ﬂow cytometer) that combines sophisticated optics,
ﬂuidics and software that make it capable of analyzing tens of thousands or hundreds of
thousands of cells in a matter of minutes. With ﬁnancial support from the Portuguese Water
Dog Foundation, Inc., the Portuguese Water Dog Club of America, and Idexx Laboratories,
we were able to show proof of principle for this test. The work was published in the July
2006 issue of the journal Experimental Hematology. Idexx Laboratories has licensed the
technology from the University of Colorado. As of the writing of this article, the test is in the
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ﬁnal stages of optimization and transfer to Idexx for ﬁnal testing. Several questions remain
to be answered before the test can be oﬀered commercially, not the least of which are cost
analysis and market research to ensure that the ﬁnal product is not only diagnostically useful,
but also aﬀordable for veterinarians and pet owners.
A planned future use for this test is its application to detect the presence of hemangiosarcoma
in dogs at risk before the tumor poses a clinical hazard. As is true for other tumors, early
detection is likely to oﬀer the highest probability of successful treatment outcomes. There
is, however, an important caveat. The presence of hemangiosarcoma cells in the circulation
does not tell us where in the body the tumor is likely to develop, as tumors in the spleen,
liver, heart, and skin all produce positive results in this test. Therefore, we have initiated
several studies with support from the AKC Canine Health Foundation, the National Canine
Cancer Foundation, and others, to develop novel treatment strategies for hemangiosarcoma
that are independent of the site of origin (these are still in the earliest stages of laboratory
development). Only then will we be able to ethically and judiciously use early detection to
improve outcomes for dogs aﬀected with this disease.
Is Hemangiosarcoma a Disease of Stem Cells? A lot of attention has been focused recently on
stem cells and their potential use to cure a wide variety of diseases. The “dark side” of stem
cells is that these may be the only cells that can give rise to tumors. It is very important to
note here that this is not a reason to avoid or abandon research on the therapeutic promise of
stem cells, as there is no practical, documented evidence that the possibility to develop cancer
is any higher in laboratory animals or patients that receive stem cell transplants.
Until recently, the dominant theory for the origin of cancer assumed that all cells possess
an equal capacity for self-renewal; that is, the capacity to make a new identical cell that
retains all the properties of the mother cell, and that proliferation of cancer cells was a
random process driven entirely by selection of mutations that increased the ﬁtness of a cell
in a particular environment. A competing theory now exists whose main concept is that
self-renewal is limited to a small population of “cancer stem cells.” These cells possess the
two features that deﬁne “stemness”: (1) self-renewal and (2) multipotency (the capacity to
make new cells that can diﬀerentiate into more than one type or lineage). In other words, a
very small number of self-renewing cells in a tumor generate large numbers of progeny that
make up the bulk of the tumor (or tumors). The existence of “cancer stem cells” is now well
documented; they have unique properties of gene and protein expression, and the initial
transformation seems to involve a relatively small number of mutations. The accumulation
of additional mutations determines the extent to which the progeny from these cells will
diﬀerentiate, variably resulting in distinct clinical entities such as high-grade, aggressive
tumors and low-grade, indolent tumors.
This model of cancer explains why multicellular animals like a dog, with trillions of cells in
their bodies, can survive to reproductive age without developing cancer, as the capacity for
tumor formation is limited to perhaps a few hundred “stem cells”, dramatically reducing
the probability that any cell with cancer-causing potential will accumulate the set of
mutations needed to develop the disease. Still, the high incidence of cancer among older
individuals reinforces the notion that even with a limited number of susceptible stem
cells, the probability to develop cancer over a long life is quite high. With regard to canine
hemangiosarcoma, recent data from our lab support the idea that this is a disease of stem
cells, the ﬁrst such evidence for a canine tumor. Current work is focused on characterizing
these stem cells, as their unique properties may provide opportunities to develop highly
targeted, non-toxic therapies to eﬀectively treat this disease.
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What Are the Breed-Specific Risk Factors for Canine
Hemangiosarcoma?
We mentioned previously that hemangiosarcoma is a rather common cancer in certain
breeds, including Golden Retrievers, German Shepherd Dogs, and Portuguese Water Dogs.
This tells us that heritability contributes to risk, and so it may be possible to reduce the
incidence by eliminating the highest risk alleles from the population. Moreover, if risk
factors responsible for the disease are unique among breeds, we might have to consider the
possibility that various new therapy approaches will have to be developed to eﬀectively treat
this disease in diﬀerent breeds of dogs. To date, we have taken several approaches to identify
how heritable factors inﬂuence hemangiosarcoma risk. One approach, developed largely in
collaboration with Dr. Elaine Ostrander at the National Human Genome Research Institute
of the National Institutes of Health and Dr. Kerstin Lindblad-Toh at the Broad Institute of
MIT and Harvard, seeks to map risk alleles in Portuguese Water Dogs, Golden Retrievers,
and German Shepherds using resources made available by the recent completion of the
Canine Genome Project. We continue to collect samples for these projects, and we would be
extremely grateful to owners who wished to participate by contributing blood and pedigree
information from healthy (aged) dogs and from aﬀected dogs. Information for participation
is available at http://www.modianolab.org/studyInfo/studyInfo_index.shtml. A second
approach, developed largely in collaboration with Dr. Matthew Breen, seeks to determine
breed speciﬁc abnormalities that are detectable in tumors obtained from dogs of diﬀerent
breeds. We have made signiﬁcant progress on this project, and have new data showing that,
indeed, tumors from dogs of one speciﬁc breed are functionally and genetically more similar
to each other than they are to tumors from dogs of other breeds. We are extremely excited
about this information, as it will, for the ﬁrst time, provide tangible evidence that heritable
risk factors are a contributor to the development of canine cancer. More importantly, these
results are the ﬁrst step in our long-term goal to develop strategies for prevention and
treatment that address speciﬁc causes underlying the biology of canine hemangiosarcoma.
In conclusion, hemangiosarcoma remains a devastating, untreatable disease of dogs. However,
ongoing work in our laboratories and elsewhere is rapidly increasing our understanding of
this disease, providing hope that we will achieve our goals to reduce its incidence and control
its impact on dogs and their human families within our lifetime.

Reprinted with permission from Erika Werne, Director of Education,
Communications & Club Relations AKC Canine Health Foundation

Thank you for the Tribute to Splash
Thank You all so much for the lovely tree that you sent in memory of my
Splash.
Splash is missed terrribly. He had such a large presence in our house that the
house seems empty without him. I talk to his ashes everday. Poor Fizz starts
looking around when I say his name and start talking to him. There will never
be another like him. He will never be forgotten, and now with his wonderful
tree, I can watch his spirit grow. He would have loved to pee on it!
Thank You all for being so thoughtful and remembering my boy.
Love,
Deb, Joe , and Fizz
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$30.00
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Jaybren Irish Water Spaniels
James Brennan
19023 172nd PL SE
Renton, WA 98058
206-650-9462
james.f.brennan@boeing.com
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IWSCA 2009 National Specialty
May 3-8, 2009
Argus Ranch Facility
Auburn, WA
(Just outside Seattle)
ADDITIONAL EVENTS
•
WC/WCX
•
Bird Dog Fun Match
•
Costume Contest
•
2 IWSCOPS Local Specialties
•
Rally
•
Obedience
•
Junior Handling
•
CGC
•
Agility

2008 National Specialty Best of Opposite Sex
Ch Tara’s Teal Take Flight

“Chaos”

Bred by Tara Darling-Lyon
Owned by Tara Darling-Lyon, Melinda Williams and Paul Price
Handled by Ernesto Lara

IWSCA News Editor
17147 Weaver Lane SW
Rochester, WA 98579

Address label here

